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Highhouse
receives honor

The "F" word

Scott Highhouse

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

University fair
provides students
an opportunity
to 'Get Involved'
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'Feminist' label paints an inaccurate picture

continues his research
after being named an
Ohio Eminant Scholar
last year | Page 3

By Nlcol. Krohn

Celebrities use
Haiti to gain
status
Guest columnist Matt
Liasse questions the
motives of some
celebrities during a
time of crisis for Haiti

| Pat* 3
Haiti's history
should not be
ignored
Forum editor Kyle
Schmidlin discusses the
long history of Haiti's
constant struggle to find
common ground with
theU5|Page4

Haiti's impact
felt worldwide
The earthquake in Haiti

Story by Hannah Nussar | Reporter

Reporter

"It may expose things

Students looking for somethingto
do this spring semester may find
their niche at the Get Involved
Fair.
The Get Involved Fair is a smaller version of Campus Fest taking place today from II a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Union Ballroom. The
Fair is held annually by the Office
of Campus Activities to give students a chance to discover different organizations on campus,
said Denny Bubrig, interim associate director of residence life and
director of Greek Affairs.
"Historically it is offered as a
spring opportunity to reinvigoratestudentorganizationsandput
them out in front again," he said.
"When people think about getting
involved they usually think about
it in August, not lanuary. But it's
never too late. There's always
still a ton of ways to get involved.
It may expose things you never
knew existed."
About 90 organizations will be
at the fair, including honors and
recognition, academic affiliated,
community service, cultural, recreation, social Greeks, govern-

you never knew
existed."
Denny Bubrig | Interim Director

ing bodies and special interest
groups.
"There will be a huge variety of
groups there," said Gina Cipriano,
graduate assistant for student
organization services. "Everyone
should be able to find something
they like."
Traditionally, the Get Involved
Fair is held at the beginning of
the spring semester, mainly for
transfer students and freshman
who did not get involved during
the fall semester, said Michael
I aiHI is. graduate assistant for student organization services.
"Now that students have been
here a semester and have gotten
their feet wet, they might want to
get involved," he said. "Students
See FAIR | Page 2

affected people from
around the world. The

M

World page lists a
breakdown of the dead
and missing by country
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Gymnasts ready
for new season
After starting the year
at Michigan, the BG
gymnastics team is
looking forward to
a new season, and
toward competing in a
new venue | Page 6

Women's hoops
thrash Miami

■ ale-hating. Ugly. Forceful.
Anti-beauty. Anti-feminine. All these
are stigmas attached to feminists.
Even now in 2010, the label of
'feminist' comes with negative ideas
attached, Mary Krueger, director of
the Women's Center, said. The negative stereotypes about feminism originated in the 1800s and have followed
the term for over 100 years.
Krueger said there are three waves
of feminism and a fourth may be coming soon. Tbe first wave came with the
suffragists in <he 1800s fighting for
women's basic citizenship rights. The
second wave was the women's liberation movement in the 1970s, which
largely addressed issues of women in
the workplace and pay disparity.

"I think people who have read about,
heard about or learned about second
wave feminism perceive some of that
to be over the top," Krueger said.
She said the infamous urban myth
of 'the burning of the bras' exhibited
by 1970s feminist protesters is exactly
that — a myth. In 1968 a number of
second-wave feminists protested the
1969 Miss America Pageant by throwing objects considered to be symbols
of female oppression, such as household cleaning products, brooms and
girdles, into a trash can.
"Nobody ever burned a bra," Krueger
said. The girdles in a trash can turned
into bras and burning."
Because of this urban myth, Krueger
said, women shy away from embracing the label of'feminist' because they

Faculty Artist Series
expands onto the Web
Video service allows for live concert broadcasts
By Anthony Phillips
Reporter

The Faculty Artist Series can be
great in person, but students who
can't physically attend the recitals have a second chance to hear
the music online.
This year, the department
installed a camera system in
Bryan Recital Hall so they can
stream live footage of the recitals online. Bill Mathis, the music
performance studies department
chair, said live streaming creates a great opportunity for the
department.
"It'allows us to present our concerts to a larger audience, especially potential students," Mathis
said. "It is a great recruitment
tool."
Mathis said potential students
who watch the streamed video
can see what the University has
to offer and may decide to enroll.
He said this allows for a full circle.
The faculty performs and attracts
students, potential students see
"This is the way that we share
the performances and decide to our professional activity with the
enroll which in turn keeps the
See MUSIC | Page 2
faculty at the University with the
ability to perform for them again.

See FEMINISM | Page 2

Tracy Pontius lead all
scorers with 27 points,
and teammate Lauren
Prochaska set a school
record from the free
throw line as BG beat

Miami | Pag* 6

City council members discuss
resolutions, Community Center
By Christine Talbart
Reporter

"Out of all the cuts you have had to
make this past year, keeping youth

What does feminism
mean to you?

ALEXHANEY
Junior. AYA Math Ed.
"Bake sale."
| Page 4

k

A packed agenda full of five
resolutions and more than 20
ordinances kept residents longer than an hour at last night's
city council meeting.
Three resolutions, honoring former council members
Megan Newlove, Larry Sorrells
and Jacob Redfern for their
time serving the city, were
moved to second and third
readings. Resolutions must go
through three readings before
passing,
A resolution declaring it
necessary to update an existing tax that provides funds
for recreational purposes of
Bowling Green City Parks and
Recreation was also moved
to its second and third readings. In order for the resolution
to pass, the new tax must be
approved by the Wood County
Auditor.
Councilman at Large and
Finance Committee member
Robert McOmber made it clear
to residents at the meeting

David Bixler, assistant professor
of lazz, said the recitals are a way
for students to see their leachers
are not just able to teach, but they
can perform as well.
"In this environment you need
to keep active to show the students you can back up what you
are trying to tell them," Bixler
said.
Mathis said for performance
teachers such as himselfit is good
to perform, plus the teachers are
expected to. The faculty recitals
are just one way of doing that.
"If you think about a history professor, he is going to research and
write different books or articles
about history," Mathis said. "We
are performers. We are going to
research, rehearse and perform.
So it is part of our research or our
professional activity."
Mathis said the program also
benefits students and the community by providing a creative
outlet for the faculty and bringing
in cultural events.

programs at the Community Center
and not cutting them was a great decision."
Mike Frost I Councilman

that the resolution was being
moved to its second and third
readings in order to speed up
the process of getting the levy
on the ballot.
"This resolution needs to be
moved along quickly in order
for it to be brought to the Board
of Elections and the Auditor,"
he said. This new levy will be
replacing a previous tax levy
that has been in place for several years."
McOmber also brought to
the audience's attention a
recently passed ordinance
regarding the issuance of
bonds to improve North Main
Street. The bonds, which are
not to exceed $2.2 million, will
be used for improvements
such as widening and paving

STUDENTS SHOW SUPPORT

roads or constructing curbs.
Michelle Gregor, director of Parks and Recreation,
announced an 89 percent cost
recovery of the Community
Center during the past year.
She said the recovery was due
to more than 13,000 people
visiting the center, as well as
the sale of 1,849 passes for
youth programs.
Councilman Mike Frost,
ward four, expressed his gratitude to Gregor for keeping the
Community Center in such
great condition.
"I think you should be
applauded for having there be
a place for youths to spend

C0UBTNFY STELLAR I THE BG NEWS
ORANGE AND BROWN: Students show their pride at last nights women's basketball
game, played to a nearly packed house at Anderson Arena. Check out page 6 for highlights
from the game against the Miami University RedHawks

See COUNCIL | Page 2
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FEMINISM

FRIDAY JAN. 15

From Page 1

don't want to be perceived as
extremists who hate men.
l^nl Woidke, junior, said he
thinks the myth "reinforces the
more extremist stereotype of
I feminism |."
Third-wave feminists of a
younger generation, Krueger
said, are dealing with issues
focused on relationships and
sexual double standards.
"An example of that would be,
'Why is it cool for men to have
lots of sex but women are still
slutty when they have lots of
sex?" she said. "It's the same
battle over the notion of equality, but the battles are different."
Krueger said the biggest
misconception about feminism is that feminists don't
like men.
"People have this idea that
if you're pro-female and profeminism you must be antimale," she said.
Sherona Garret, an instructor of psychologyand women's
studies, said today's society is
patriarchal, and domination
of the strong over the weak,
particularly men over women,
is favored.
"If that's the foundation of
your society, then that's going
to perpetuate all these forms
of'isms,'" Garret said. "1 think
it hasa lot to do with the media
and popular culture perpetuating a message of feminism
that does not reflect what fem-

2:02 A.M.
Christopher Paliska. of Tustin, Cali.
was cited for possession of drug
paraphernalia, drug abuse, underage
consumption and prohibited acts in
LotK.

SATURDAY
JAN. 16
12:33 A.M.
Jenelle Koles. of Oregon. Ohio, was
cited for underage under the influence on the corner of Merry Ave.
and Mercer Road.

SUNDAY JAN. 17
4:14 A.M.
Alexander Krueger. of Bowling
Green was cited for underage under
the influence at Shatzel Hall.

MONDAY JAN. 18
150 A.M.
Alexander Ellerbrock. of Lima. Ohio,
was cited for open container and
underage consumption at the railroad tracks on Pike Street.
2:20 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
after 10 p.m. the driver side mirror
was knocked off his vehicle causing
$50 in damage.
3=08 P.M.
Brittany Libengoon. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession or
marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia within the 200th block
of S. Church St.

MUSIC
From Page 1

TUESDAY JAN. 19

community, and that is part
of our mission here in the college of musical arts, to enrich
the cultural life to the community," Mathis said.
The Faculty Artist Series also
gives students a chance to play
alongside their teachers.
At Bixler's recital last
Wednesday,
he played
with University professors
and colleagues from other
schools, but for several songs
he needed a string accompaniment including violins,
violas and cellos. He chose
to have students from the
College of Musical Arts play
these roles.
The recitals offer a wide
variety of music.

1208 A.M.
Ryan Edinger. 21. of Bowling Green,
was cited for criminal trespass at
Sky Bar.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
In yesterday's issue, the story titled
"University to implement master
plan renovations" misidentified Joe
Oravecz as the vice president of
Student Affairs. Oravecz is actually the associate vice president for
Student Affairs.

inism is."
Woidke said he considers
himself a feminist, but doesn't
always enjoy the way the label
is viewed.
"It's a good thing, but people
can interpret it as negative,"
he said. "Media portrayal |of
feminists] can have that association."
In some cases, feminism
also carries a negative stereotype in the physical aspect of
what a feminist looks like.
"I think the stereotypical
feminist would be someone
out at a protest for equal rights
— a militant-looking person,"
Woidke said. "They would be
very forceful in a way."
Krueger said although there
is a stereotype, everyone is a
feminist whether they know it
or not.
"The stereotype is ugly,
disheveled, unfashionable,
man-hating, hairy-legged, all
of that old stuff that just isn't
true," Kruegersaid. "Feminists
look like everybody."
Garret said feminists of earlier generations had to give
up some of their femininity
because it portrayed them as
being weak, but third-wave
feminists can now embrace it.
"People thought if they wanted
to be 'girly' and put on makeup and be into fashion then
they couldn't be a feminist,
too," she said. "Now I think
we're at a stage where we have
the whole 'girl power' thing
so.Jet's reclaim femininity for
those who want it."

Your Home, Away From Home
1 & 2 Bedrooms

-

♦ Close to Campus ♦
♦ Free High Speed Internet ♦
♦ Dishwashers ♦
♦ Garbage Disposals ♦
• Air Conditioning ♦
♦ Washers/Dryers in 2 Beds ♦

From Page 1

their time," he said. "Out of all
the cuts you have had to make
this past year, keeping youth
programs at the Community
Center and not cutting them
was a great decision."

FAIR
From Page 1

can find groups on campus
they never knew existed and it
can lead to a great semester."
Typically about 200 students go to the fair. In order
to encourage a larger turnout this year, the Office of
Campus Activities will have a
raffle and give away prizes at
the fair, Cipriano said.
"It's so important to get
involved," she said. "It's great
for networking, meeting
other students in the field
you're in. getting advice from
older students, finding a job.
after college and just to have
fun. Plus, you meet a lot of
people who could become
great friends."
The Get Involved Fair is
much smaller then Campus
Fest, but Cipriano said its size
actually has its advantages.
"It's not as overwhelming as
Campus Fest," she said. "It's
much more relaxed and laid
back. F.ven if you don't have
much time, you can still go
and discover different groups
on campus."

DID YOU
KNOW?

Our eyes are
always the same
size from birth,
but our nose and
ears never stop
growing.

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredpropertiesco com

- Air Conditioning

3 Large Bedrooms

- 2 Full Baths

Dishwasher

- Garbage Disposal

Plenty of Parking

- Walking Distance to Campus

Fully Furnished Apts.

- On Site Laundry Facility

Fireplace In Many Units

- Microwaves (not available in Columbia Ct)

24 Hour Maintenance

- 9 '2 Month or 1 Year Leases
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Marcus Sherrell | Associate Dean

all the time but not really. If you
really want something done you
have to go above and beyond
the adviser. I've had three advisers since I've been here."
Martin said faculty advisers in the college of education and human development
do everything they can to be
available to students, especially during the busy seasons,
such as registration.
"Depending on what time the
student calls during the semester they may have a hard time
getting through, especially if
they wait till the week of registration," Martin said.
Students also have the option
of requesting a different adviser
for reasons such as not feeling
well-advised, being closer to
other faculty members or having a better connection with
their very first adviser.
"Students can request to
switch advisers," Martin said.
"They can request someone
personally and if they do not
have a preference then they
would just be switched to the
next adviser on the list."
Students
should
regularly meet with their advisers
throughout their time in school
to decrease the awful surprises
that can pop up, Sherrell said.
"A lot of times students won't
go to see an adviser until they
have a big problem," he said. "If
we could get students to become
more involved with their advisers eariier and more often a lot
of the problems might be more
easily resolved."

wwww
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looking for a campus organization that

GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frt: 8-4:30
530 S Maple St
419-352-9378
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NOW RENTING for
FALL 2010

Free Internet Access

Every student is assigned an
adviser the first year he or she
enrolls, but students might not
understand the process of being
paired widi advisers and the
assistance they offer.
Academic adviser Benjamin
Martin said in the college of
education and human development, first-year students are
assigned to a first-year adviser.
After their first year, students
are assigned to a faculty adviser
who is more experienced in that
student's field.
Faculty advisers help students
understand program requirements, policies and procedures
and select a major. They also
advise them with career decisions and notify them of resources on campus.
In the college of arts and sciences, Associate Dean Marcus
Sherrell said students are given
an adviser depending on the
degree the student will receive.
"College advisers tend to focus
on the big picture, like the student's academic progress and
making sure course requirements are being met," Sherrell
said. "Faculty advisers do those
things as well but they also
bring the expertise from their
discipline."
For some students, the student-adviser relationship is
working very well.
"My adviser always has my
records right there when I come
in and they always know what
classes to recommend. They're
always really helpftil." said sophomore Anna Sherman.
But other students believe
faculty advisers do not make
themselves available enough,
and don't offer much help.
"I feel they don't do their job,"
said Willie Shannon, senior.
" ITiey say they offer themselves

"Faculty advisers
... also bring the
expertise from their
discipline."

BUILD YOUR RESUME

Houses

Heinz Apartments
Columbia Court Apts.
Mercer Manor

By Sh.im.i Smith
Reporter

at thenews@bgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies

DELUXE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Enterprise Square Apis.

Faculty advisers offer
students discipline, expertise

STANDS
OUT?
Contact us

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

Leasing Office Located at:
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-5800
info(5)meccabQ.com
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.

COUNCIL

Bixler, with his saxophone,
performed law. music at his
recital, but the style of music
changes according to professor's discipline and instrument.
Tonight at 8 p.m., Jackie
Leclair, assistant professor of
oboe, will be performing several classical pieces amongst
other genres of music with her
oboe.
The recitals are free for
everyone, and so are the live
internet streams. At least for
now, Mathis said, the streams
are not archived. They have
to be watched live and they
are only streaming the Faculty
Artist Series.
To find out more about
the Faculty Artist Series or to
watch the live feed, go to the
College of Musical Arts page
on the University's Web site.

HEINZSITE

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors,
photographers, videographers, columnists
and cartoonists.

University Village &
University Courts
Clough

(one block
south
of campus)

&

Mercer

NOW LEASING
For the 2010-11 School Year

419-352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us
Office Hours:
Monday, Wednesday. Friday: 9am-5pm
Tuesday. Thursday: 9am-7pm
Saturday: 10am-4pm Sunday: 12pm-5pm
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Bryson awarded Memorial

New position provides

Student Scholarship

professor more time,

Faculty Senate tackles retirement
challenges, centennial plans
By Bobby Waddl.
Reporter

By Hannah Nuuar

money for research

Reporter
Anthony Bryson said when
he was little he wanted to be
a paleontologist or an astronaut. Although his life took a
much different path, Bryson has
achieved much before reaching
the age of 23.
Bryson was the recent recipient of the Memorial Student
ScholarshipAwardfromtheOhio
Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Dance in the amount of $1,000.
Professor Stephen Ungendorfer
worked with Bryson in previous
classes and nominated him for
the award.
Bryson is a senior majoring
in exercise science with a specialization in human movement
studies. He is an experienced
athlete: he fenced in high school
and for the University, was a
member of the Ohio State Crew
Club and is even a certified
personal trainer. He was also
deployed almost a year in Iraq
before getting married and venturing to the University to continue his education.
Langendorfer said he had
not paid attention to calls for
nominations in the past, but
after hearing of the award last
fall, "(Bryson] immediately
jumped to mind," he said. "It
struck me that this is the type of.
person that would represent the
University very well."
Langendorfer
described
Bryson as a diligent student and
a "self-starter."
"He's in charge of his own
learning ... he doesn't just sit in
class, but he actively engages in
the learning process," he said.
While overseeing Bryson's
senior project, instead of taking
Langendorfer's suggestions, he
recalled, Bryson conceptualized
his senior project on his own
based on his military experiences and what was being discussed
in class.
Langendorfer said Bryson
even built an apparatus to
serve as the centerpiece for the
project.
"I just like to do my own
thing," Bryson said. "1 don't need
somebody standing over me the
whole time telling me what to
do."
Professor Brian Campbell,
who is Bryson's academic adviser, attributed Bryson's success
to his military experience and
his uncommon modesty and
maturity.
"His maturity level is uncharacteristic of a typical undergraduate student," Campbell said.
"He brings more to the table ...
he knows what he wants and
is willing to do what it takes to
excel."
Bryson said part of his maturity comes from his parents raising him to make his own decisions, including setting his own
curfews.
Bryson's wife Kelsey said, "I
don't know what motivates him,
why he is the way he is, but he

The Faculty Senate changed the
schedule of yesterday's meeting
to accommodate a guest speaker
with information about their
future.
Tamla Cole of the State
Teachers Retirement System
of Ohio discussed five pending
changes to the faculty's current retirement plan, which are
expected to be brought to the
State legislature by early winter
2010. The changes aim to retain
the Defined Benefit Plan and
keep die STRS Ohio Health Care
Program going.
Causing the most concern was
the proposed change of calculating retirement percentages,
which currently involves the
average of an employee's three
highest paid years. This is to be
changed to employees' five highest paid years, contributing to a
projected 10 percent decrease in
final average salaries.
Based on this change, employees and employers would have
to increase their current contributions to their retirement funds
from their salaries by 0.5 percent,
with employees starting on luly
I, 2011, and employers starting
luly 1,2016.
One senator expressed apprehension, to which Cole responded with information from her
handout.
"STRS Ohio will ... eventually
be unable to pay future benefits"
if no changes are made, she said.
She also cited the recession and
the increased retirement of baby
boomers as factors in this shortfall.
President Carol Cartwright
also addressed the subject of
retirement by announcing the
approval of the University Early
Separation Plan. The plan offers
financial incentive for all faculty
or classified staff considering
retiring or leaving die University
who do so by luly 30,2010, if they
possess 15 years of service. She
said each departure would be
reviewed "very carefully.''
Cartwright also switched
the meeting's mood upward
by addressing the Centennial
celebration, complimenting
students and faculty active in
organizing events, particularly
the Gavin DeGraw concert. She
also announced the 100 Years of
Excellence Kickoff on Ian. 29 and
the Bowling Green City Chamber
of Commerce's celebration of
100 years of collaboration with
die University.

ByRvanBort
Reporter

PHOTO PKOVIDED
HONORED: Br,son served time in
Iraq before coming to the University.
loves to learn."

Bryson said he's been independent from his parents since
he was 18 and has paid his own
way through college. In addition
to his classes, he works nights as
a custodian at the University.
"I've worked since I was 15, so I
can't imagine not holding down
some sort of job," he said. "I just
find it natural to have something
to do."
Kelsey said even during
Christmas break Bryson was
"bored."
"He gets bored if he's not doing
something intellectual," she said.
"He just likes getting things done
and feeling accomplished."
Kelsey said she was attracted at
first to be Bryson's friend because
"he exudes a great warmth and
caring for other people."
"He wouldn't tell you, but
he loves his family," she said.
"Recently he's started to call
his grandmas every week just
because he feels bad that they're
...kind of far away."
Bryson grew up in Mason,
Ohio, where he enlisted in the
Army Reserve when he was
just 17 and still a senior in high
school. After completing basic
training, he began his college
career at Ohio State University,
which was cut short when he
was deployed to Iraq after one
quarter. Bryson, who described
his deployment in Iraq as "calm,"
was stationed at Camp Taji in
Iraq for 11-and-a-half months,
where he worked on a bulk fuel
farm and as security at an entry
control point.
Upon returning to the U.S. in
2008, Bryson didn't waste any
time marrying his girlfriend
Kelsey in August 2008. The couple met at Ohio State University
in 2005, when they shared the
same dorm floor and positions
on the crew club.
Bryson has set his sights high
for his own future. After graduation in May, he said he hopes
to continue his education at the
University to become a professor and to continue conducting research. But Bryson won't
stop there. He has re-enlisted
for another six years in the Army
Reserve, hoping to earn the rank
of lieutenant colonel after serving 20 years.
"He's just a great person,"
Kelsey said. "He amazes me
every day."

•V--

With the retirement of Milton
Hakel after the 2008-09 school
year, the prestigious position
of Ohio Eminent Scholar in
industrial and organizational
psychology opened up. Scott
llighhouse was selected as
I lakel's replacement and is just
the second person to hold this
position.
The program was developed 25 years ago by the Ohio
Board of Regents. It gives field
leaders funding and time to
do research in their respective
fields, and in return they are
able to contribute more to their
fields.
In 1990, Bowling Green was
awarded an Ohio Eminent
Scholar position in the field
of industrial and organizational psychology and in
1991 gave the first position to
Hakel. Hakel held the position
for nearly 20 years before he
retired and passed the torch to
llighhouse.
In an article in the BGSU
Monitor, psychology department chair Michael Zickar said
the department came up with
an objective list of scholars (hey
thought would be good fits, and
I lighhouse rose to the top.
"We felt that using nearly
any objective criteria, Scott
I lighhouse would have been at
the top of that list." Zickar said.
With
this
position,
Highhouse's teaching load is
reduced and he will receive
funding to enhance his
research. The money will go
mainly toward travel expenses,
research costs and conferences.
"It just makes my life easier in every way," Highhouse
said. "1 am able to focus on my
research and produce more for
the field and hopefully help the
program become more wellknown."
While this position is a great
personal honor, Highhouse
said it has more to do with the
reputation of the University's
industrial and organizational
psychology program.
The University's industrial
and organizational psychology
program is ranked fourth in
the nation, according to the U.S.
Newsand World Report, behind
Michigan State University,

ANDREAFEHl

University of Minnesota and
Penn. State University. Highhouse
said the University finished above
many other prestigious schools
and some Ivy League schools.
institutions that professionals in
the field think of when they think
about great industrial and organizational psychology programs.
"Getting this position has everything to do with the reputation of
program." llighhouse said, "first
the)' chose to award it to IKISU,
and from there they decided
which individual should get the
position."
Senior larrett Chorba. a psychology major, referred to Highhouse
as a "legend on this campus." It
came as no shock to Chorba that
he was given the Ohio Eminent
Scholar position.
There are a lot of great professors and researchers in our psychology department," Chorba
said, "but with that said, he obviously stands above the rest."
Chorba said it's obvious the
professors at the University agree
with him.
"I've been, in numerous industrial |and| organizational psychology classes over the last
several years, and each one has
dedicated several class periods to reviewing research he
has completed throughout his
career," Chorba said. "Every
psychology instructor I've had
speaks of him like a legend in
the field of psychology, and
speaks of him with the utmost
respect."

Did Yi»t ft**?
In Cleveland, it is
illegal to hunt or
capture mice without
a hunting license.

THEfJGNEWS

STEPPING UP: Highhouse continues to
be a "legend" at the University alter being
selected as the new Ohio Eminent Scholar in
industrial and organizational psychology.
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Vice President for Academic
Affairs Ken Borland brought
more good news with his
announcement that 11,000
students have applied to the
University for Fall 2010, an
improvement from last year.
"We can go just about anywhere and find someone who
is [interested] in Bowling Green,"
Borland said.
Borland went on to encourage participation in die recruitment effort by changing the
focus to the annual Presidents
Day campus tour. He asked
faculty members and students
to volunteer by presenting the
strengths of the University to
prospective students.
Borland also addressed the
work-in-progress Connecting
(he Undergraduate Experience
Committee. CUE is looking to
further improve student education by "exploring and possibly
redesigning the Undergraduate
General Education program."
said Faculty Senate Secretary
Ellen Williams. Borland said
there will be six open forums
from late February lo early
March to discuss the new general education models, five on
campus and one at Firclands.
The commiltee plans to refine
proposed models by the summer.
"One of the most important things we do as the faculty is control the curriculum."
said Faculty Senate Chair
Ron Shields. "We need to be
informed and engaged at these
meetings."
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HILLSDALE
3 BEDROOM TOWN HOUSES
$1,500.00 OFF THE RENT
ON 12 MONTH LEASES!!!!
•' You MUST bring this add into our office at the time
of signing the RESERVATION AGREEMENT for this
promotion to be honored.
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• On BGSU Shuttle Route
• Up To 5 People at NO Extra Charge
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

<

LIMITED TIME REMAINING!!
$800.00 Market Rate
\S675.00 With Discount
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1045 N. Main St.
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"Nobody ever burned a bra."
- Mary Krueger, director of the Women's Center, on myths surrounding secondwave feminism [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What does feminism mean to you?
Things that girls do
and believe in."

"Women's rights'

STEVE KALINIC.
Freshman.
Accounting

JESSICA DEMOPOLIS.
Sophomore.
AMPO

of Haiti hidden in media

The recent disaster in Haiti
has brought out the best in
Americans. Generosity among
ordinary people has been impressive, especially given the numerous problems of their own which
still need to be dealt with.
Last week, The BG News
reported on local efforts to raise
money and bring aid to the
battered nation and an editorial was published offering suggestions for students who want
to help, including donations of
food and cash.
On the national level, such
decisions as President Obama's
to send SIOO million the
Haitians' way received very
little criticism, even from such
staunch Obama opponents
and fiscal conservatives as
Sean Hannity and Glenn Beck
(although they didn't afford the
disaster much coverage at all).
But there is still something
crucial missing from the national dialog. It's a common, recurring theme — the omission of
historical perspective.
On January 14, an editorial in
the New York Times stated, "Haiti
urgently needs relief... But Haiti
needs more. It needs a commitment to finally move beyond the
relendess poverty, despair and
dysfunction..." and "The United
States has a special responsibility
to help its neighbor."
It's difficult to see where one
might take umbrage with the
Times' analysis, unless given
a glance at the history of U.S.'
Haiti relations. To cast the United
States in the role of concerned
friend is to seriously overlook at
least 100 years of anything but
"neighborly" activity.
According to a Jan. 13 piece
by LOS Angeles Tunes columnist

Michael Muskal, the United States
and Haiti are nations forever
intertwined by "their common
battle against colonial masters."
What Muskal fails to mention is
after I laiti rebelled against Trench
colonial rule in the late 1700s, the
United States refused to recognize the independent nation and
eventually became its new colonial rulers, beginning especially
with VVoodrow Wilson's 1915
invasion.
In 1990, a remarkable victory
for the Haitian people transpired. Jcan-Bcrtrande Aristide, a
Catholic priest working against
enormous odds, became president in a landslide victory. He
was ousted by a military coup —
backed by the United States — in
1991, leading to much death and
a dramatic setback for self-rule
only a year after the country's first
significant democratic election.
After U.S. trade (much of it
illegal and in violation of embargoes placed after Aristide's overthrow) with the Haitian ruling
class died down and the junta
seemed to be running "out of
fuel and power" as a CIA report
put it, President Clinton opted
to "restore democracy" to the
nation and reinstall Aristide.
This restoration did not come
without conditions. Aristide
adopted policies similar to
the favored U.S. candidate he
defeated in the 1990 election. He
was unable to run in 1996 due
to restrictions in Haitian law.
and in 2000 he was re-elected.
In 2004, Aristide's second term
ended early with the Haitian
rebellion, during which he was
taken out of the country by the
United States (Aristide refers to
it as a kidnapping.)
There are many examples
to illustrate the grim nature of
U.S./Haiti relations. In 1998, the
Miami Herald reported 4,000
tons of ash and glass from a
Philadelphia trash incinerator
that had been dumped on the
city of Gonaives ten years prior
was finally being picked up, with

meager contributions from the
guilty parties.
Haiti is currently the world's
largest producer of baseballs.
This isn't because the Haitians
themselves decided it was a great
market to tap into.
Of course, the lengthy history
of colonization, exploitation and
manipulation is left out of discussions on what to do about
the country's problems. Elite
opinion has been pretty much
in line with the editorial in the
Times, and the crux of the Haiti
discussion has been "They need
our help, but they need to help
themselves, too."
There are a number of ways the
United States could help I laiti and
they are doing many of them. But
applauding Obama's aid package
and decision to send troops leaves
out too many important aspects of
the discussion.
And the U.S. response to the
Haiti situation has not been
without criticism. Venezuelan
President
Hugo Chavez,
according to an article on
Reuters, accused the United
States of occupying Haiti in the
name of aid.
Said Chavez, "3.000 soldiers are
arriving, Marines armed as if they
were going to war. There is not a
shortage of guns there, my God.
Doctors, medicine, fuel, field
hospitals, that's what the United
States should send."
Much is being done by the
United States to help the Haitians.
In times of great tragedy such
as this, little can really be said of
politics. That the United States
has been an abuser of Haiti for at
least 100 years doesn't matter so
much when the current operation consists of lifting rubble off
of battered bodies. But the historical context is of too great of
importance to ignore entirely.
Haiti was crippled before the
earthquake. Hopefully this is not
its death knell.

"An excuse to go

"Women who

braless."

want to have more

JEFF STEVENSON.
Junior,
AYA Physio

I*

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

independence and

Have your own lake on

equality."

today'sPeople On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

OARA JONES.

a question? Give us your

Freshman.
Biochemistry

feedback at bgviews.com.
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CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for
more people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Respond to Kyle at
tlieiiews@bgiiews.com

Celebrities helping Haiti should do so out of genuine good wi
By Matt l
Guest Columnist

Last week, one of the worst natural disasters occurred south of the
United States in Haiti.
As the college students of the
University were filing in for their
first week of classes, the citizens of
Haiti suffered from a magnitude
7.0 earthquake, resulting in towering buildings falling to the ground,
homes being destroyed and men,
women and children becoming
covered in rubble.
Since the disaster, many different countries and organizations
joined forces giving a helping hand
to the country in need, attempting
to put order in the utter chaos that

has taken over the small country.
And even though some Haitians
arc being dug out alive from the
debris, the shattered country that
was known as having so very little
now has even less.
Many good-spirited people
have given whatever they can to
help the suffering Haitians. Right
now is a very opportune and pivotal time for those who can to help
the less fortunate.
What I can't stand is what I read
on E News' Twitter account last
Friday. Tlie tweet reported Tiger
Woods, a celebrity with a less than
stellar reputation right now, was
donating S3 million to help Haiti.
The first thing that came to my
mind was, "What a great way to

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

■ E-mail us at rhenewsipbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINAPOTTH0FF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

build his PR back up after being
caught cheating on his wife with
numerous women."
Using celebrity status to raise
awareness about natural disasters
or different causes is great, but 1
often second-guess the actions of
these pop culture icons.
Since the tragedy, a number of
celebrities have come forward to
promote aid for this country in
need. Some respectfully, but 1 can't
help but believe others are doing
so for their own recognition.
George Clooney will be hosting
an event airing this Friday, raising funds for relief efforts. This
is a man who has very publicly
worked for aiding countries less
fortunate than us. He has traveled
to many different lands and has
seen the devastation he has
been working to end.
Huge power couple Biangelina
has been known to spend time

k

and energy fighting (and adopting)
in oilier countries. These two celebrities have traded their Gucci attire
and strapped on working boots to
help build homes for people left
without any in New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina lolie has even
criticized President Obama for not
taking more action for the happenings in Darliir. The feet they have
announced to donate $1 million to
Haiti, I can respect.
What doesn't sit well with me
is the news report I heard about
Hollywood party monsters
Paris Hilton and lindsay Lohan
attempting to raise awareness
for the people in Haiti. I applaud
their efforts for not sitting back
and doing nothing, but I dare Paris
to find Haiti on a map. Also, like
Woods, Lohan has not been getting many positive headlines in
the past couple years.
Paying some respects to Haiti

seems to be a ploy to add their
name to a selfless act in order to
boost approval ratings. I'd find it
a bit more sincere if she hosted
an event for Haiti and wasn't out
partying with the Jersey Shore cast
a couple nights ago,
A clip I caught on CNN featured a YouTube video by Disney
Channel's Selena Gomaz pleading
for Americans to drop what they
are doing and donate to a relief
fund. I hope she wasn't forced (I
mean, encouraged) to make this
video by her Disney executives,
but I can't help but have doubt.
Oprah Winfrey said it best when
she said to do only what you can
do for the country. Not everyone
can donate money, and those who
can't shouldn't feel bad. Oprah can
do more than average foe, but all
is well-received by a citizen who
has nothing.
On Oprah last Friday, guest

Lady Gaga explained her efforts
for Haiti. The popstar, who is currently touring, is offering to donate
all proceeds from her ticket sales of
her Jan. 24 New York City show, as
well as any merchandise bought
on her Web site, to help Haiti. She
said on the show felt compelled
to give after the tragic events of
September 11, during which she
was living in New York City. She
proved in that statement she has
a reason to give. I hope all other
celebs are the same way.
Call me a tin man without a
heart but this is my plea don't fall
for letting the people suffering in
Haiti become a circus of public
relations for American celebrities.
The people in Haiti deserve so
much more than that.
Respond to Malt at
tlieneuisieibgneivs.com

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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Check out the sports
bloq for the latest in BG
athletics
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University s campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editoi or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

T

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewjS>bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing lor length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of Jhe BG News
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Earthquake repercussions affect more than Haiti
Germany

The magnitude 7.0 earthquake in Haiti Tuesday. Jan. 12, flattened the capital, Port-au-Prince, and left an

16

estimated 200,000 dead and many more missing, according to Associated Press reports. Among them
are many foreigners, including 28 dead and two missing from the United States. Below is a tally of the

Italy

dead and missing by country.

'2— includes a U.N. official
i 2—missing and feared dead,
5 unaccounted for

Jordan

Antigua and
Barbuda

3 dead, 23 wounded, all from
international peacekeeping
force

Kenya

Mexico

27

Argentina
11

Netherlands
Austria
Peru
1

Belgium

Poland

1
19

Brazil

Spain

Britain

Tunisia
12

Canada

United States
699

Chile

Uruguay
8

China

1— Head of U.N. mission Hedi
Annabi
^^^^^^^ 16-1U.S.^^^^^"""^^^^^ government
■i 2
employee

2—includes a 3-year-old
37

United Nations
(Some U.N. personnel may also
be included in
national counts.)

Costa Rica

European Union
delegation

24

Dominican
Republic

,330

24

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
El Salvador

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available May 15, 2010
12 confirmed deadGovernment fears 20-30
may have died

France

Source: The Associated Press

710 Elm St. - Three bedrooms
$760.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $760.00 Has washer, dryer
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars Lease
5(15/10-5/7-11.

DID YOU KNOW?

VILLAGE

In the average lifetime, a person
will walk the equivalent of 5
times around the equator.

M

"4

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*290.00/ma^
* Fully Furnished
* Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

11 Great Reasons
for Checking Us Out!
MINUTES FROM BGSU
AIR CONDITIONING
GAS INCLUDED
(HEAT, HOT WATER, * COOKING)

WATER/TRASH INCLUDED
CAT FRIENDLY COMMUNITY
UPDATED KITCHEN WITH OAK CABINETS
DISHWASHERS & DISPOSALS

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 3010*

LAUNDRY FACILITIES IN ALL BUILDINGS

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

AMPLE PARKING/CARPORTS

Also ask about our rental rates at

24 HOUR MAINTENANCE
REASONABLY PRICEDI

Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.
44S E.Woostei
Bowling Green OH
■i < in.'

Hours:
Mon I n 'Mm 5pm
Saturday 9am Ipm

(419) 352-6335

419 J52.0717

71S Second St.-Three
bedrooms. $810 00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $810.00 Has washer,
dryer. C/A. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.

710 1/2 Elm St -Three
bedrooms. 2 baths $740.00
per month plus utilities Deposit
$740.00 Has a washer and dryer
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11.
704 Second St. -Three
bedrooms. $975.00 per month
plus utilities Deposit $975.00 Has
washer, dryer, C/A Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/15/10 -5/7/11.
517 N. Summit-Three
bedrooms. $1,050 per month
plus utilities. Deposit $1,050 Has
attached garage Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/15/10 - 5/7/11

Available August 19, 2010
256 S. College «A - Three
bedrooms $750.00 per month plus
utilities. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

725 Sixth St. - Three
bedrooms. $990 00 per month plus
utilities. Has washer, dryer. CA.
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Lease
8/19/10-8/6/11.

720 Eighth St. - Three bedrooms
$575.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $575 00. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 Hi CigntP ffP,: Two
bedrooms. $680.00 per month plus
cars Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.
utilities Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
722 Elm St. - Three bedrooms
Has A/C. Lease 8/19/10 -876/11
$690 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $690 00. Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars. Has washer, dryer. Lease 8/19/10
-8/6/11.
830 Scott Hamilton - Three
bedrooms, 2 baths $925.00 per month
plus utilities. Has A/C. Limit 5 people.
Limit 5 cars. Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

722 EiahthSt- Three
* '' J
'
bedrooms 5575.00 per month
plus utilities. Deposit $575.00.
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Lease
8/19/10-8/6/11

806 Scott Hamilton. - Four
bedrooms 2 baths. $690.00
712 Second. #A and #B-Two
per month plus utilities Deposit
bedrooms in each unit. $690.00 per
$69000 Has washer, dryer. C/A.
month plus utilities. Has dishwasher.
Limit 3 people Limit 3 Cars Lease
C/A. Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars Lease
8/19/10-8/6/111.-8/6/11.
8/19/10-8/6/11.
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
:
:
■
—■-.—r:—. ... _—. .'--~—r-—:
Vta have many •prtmnlt tviWWa. Stop kttte Rental Office tar a Brochure

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTERST ,x.o« lion. TacoBelli

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

I

146 1/2 Manville- One bedroom
upper. $420.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $420.00. Limit 2 people. Lease
5/15/10 - 5/7/11

629 Elm St. - Three bedrooms.
S885 00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $885. Limit 3 people. Has
garage, washer, dryer, A/C Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
534 S. College St. $725
532 Elm St. $850
1002 E. Wooster St. $1200

422Clouqh St- Two bedrooms
S470.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $470.00 Limit 2 people Limit
2 cars Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.

• Three/Four bedroom
duplexes and houses

SPORTS
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SIDELINES

ALL-AROUND DOMINANCE
Falcons explode
offensively in win
BASKETBALL
Audio from press
conference

also huge relief after the offensive
struggles they had the last time
they played Miami, only scoring
Chants of "We want tacos!" 40 points.
"We talked about getting up
resounded all over Anderson
Arena with ahout 2::iO remain- tempo, we went there and it was
ing in BG's game with Miami last in the 40s last year. Today coach
Miller talked about pushing and
night.
Then with one minute remain- attacking and 1 think we did that
ing. Laura Bugher answered the very well," guard Tracy Pontius
crowd's wish, scoring on an easy said.
BG last played Miami on
lay-up to give BG the 85-60 lead,
and all of those in attendance March 4, as they lost their only
a coupon for a free taco at Taco Mid-American Conference game
of the 2008-09 season, 45-40, at
Bell.
Bugher's lay-in was the final
See OFFENSE | Page 8
score of the night for BG, as they
dismantled Miami 8345. It was
By Sean Shapiro
Sports Editor

Go to www.bgnewssports.
com for the full audio from
Tuesday night's press
conference after BG's win.

ONLINE

Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports'
to become a fan and receive

Notes: Miami's Osborn
held to single digits

instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

By Paul Barney

Be sure to log on to The BG

Assistant Sports Editor

News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.

CHRISTINA MCGWNtS I THE BG NEWS

HIGH SCORER: Tracy Pontius [bj drives to the basket for two ol her game-high 27 points in BG's win over Miami

Stopping Miami freshman
Courtney Osborn was crucial in
the falcons' 85-65 win against
theKedHawks.
Osborn entered last night's
game leading Miami in almost
every offensive category, including points (18.7 ppgl and assists
13.8 apg).
Because she has a knack for
scoring. BG coach Curt Miller
wanted to start his defensive
game plan with her, and it
worked.

The Falcons kept Osborn at
bay for the duration of the game,
as she finished well below her
scoring average with eight points
on 2-of-9 shooting.
"We had to focus on Courtney
Osborn and I thought we did
a great job," Miller said. "It's a
team effort to stop Courtney
Osborn. I thought we did a good
job focusing on where she was
and didn't lose her most of the
evening.''
See DEFENSE | Page 7

www.twitter.com/bgncwssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1995-The NHL season
begins after a strike that
wiped out half of the season,
including the All-Star game.
1980—President Jimmy
Carter announces the United

SPORTS
BRIEF
Clawson to ECU rumors reportedly false
According to BGSU Sports Information Director Dave Meyer, neither BG coach
Dave Clawson nor Athletic Director Greg Christopher have been contacted about the
coaching vacancy at Eastern Carolina University
Clawson has also not reached out to ECU about the job
Earlier Tuesday it was reported that Middle Tennessee coach Rick Stockstill had
turned down an offer to fill Eastern Carolina's coaching vacancy according to a report
by the Daily Reflector Several sites, induding FootballCoachScoopcom. had reports
that Clawson had interviewed and was a candidate for the opening:

State will boycott the 1980
Olympics in Moscow.
1892-The first ever
baseball game is played in

Men's basketball

Massachusettes.

The List
With BG's 85-65 win over

hosts Ohio tonight

Miami they improved to 5-0
in MAC play for the fourth
time in the past five seasons,
today we look at the five
players who had the biggest
impact in the win:
I.Pontius: Tracy Pontius
lead all scorers with 27 points
and was also solid defensively,
with 4 steals, all of which lead
to points.
2. Prochaska: Lauren
Prochaska had 17 points,
including a school record
performance at the free throw
line, going 13-for-13.
3. Breske: Tara Breske
had seven points and three
rebounds in the win. She also
had one steal.
4. Uhl: While Pontius
and Prochaska were the only
players in double-figures, Uhl
came close, scoring eight
points.
5. Nurse: Senior guard
Tamika Nurse had seven
points and three assists in the
win. including a highlight reel
drive to the hoop early in the
first half.

By Andraw Harnar
Senior Reporter

The I .ili on men's basketball team may have been 3-0
against Ohio last season, but
the 2010 Bobcats are a much
different team, despite returning just two starters.
Nonetheless, BG (8-7,1-2 MidAmerican Conference! will
look to continue that modest
winning streak tonight when
they host Ohio (9-8, 0-3) at 7
p.m. in Anderson Arena.
The Bobcat team BG faced
last season had three seniors
- Jerome Tilhnan, Justin Orr
and Michael Allen - that paced
an offense which scored 64.8
points per game.
But this year, the emergence of junior transfer Armon
Bassett (13.7 points per game)
and freshman D.J. Cooper (13.4
points per game) have helped
the Bobcats increase that scoring average by almost eight
points to 72.4 points per game.
However, the team has struggled away from home, going2-5
in road games this season and
scoring more than 70 points
twice. last season, the Bobcats
only won one conference road
game.
BG and the MAC's No. 5
defense (65.4 points allowed
per game) will also try to keep
that streak up while trying to
stifle OU's attack, while put-

Louis
Orr
Leads his team into
a game with Ohio
this evening

ting on Sn offensive show of
their own.
In the past two games, the
Falcon offense has averaged 72
points, well above their season average of 61.8 points per
game.
They will be led offensively
by sophomores Scott Thomas
and Dec Brown - who have
combined to average 41 points
in the past two games, a 68-65
loss to Buffalo and a 76-70 win
at Kent State.
"It was good to score points,"
Orr said about the win. "We
shot the ball well and made our
free throws in the second half."
In the game, the Falcons
scored 48 second-half points
on the strength of a 15-of-26
shooting effort - which included five 3-pointers - and a perfect 13-of-13 effort from the
free-throw line.
But Orr is not a coach who
dabbles in the past, and he is
already looking to tonight's
game against Ohio.
"Our goal is to win the next
game," Orr said. "The next
game is the biggest game of
the year."

CHRISTIN*MCCINNIS I THE BG NEWS

FLIP: Gymnast Breane Guy does a flip on the balance beam during practice earlier this year.

Gymnastics teams starts season
with high goals, improved venue
By CJ Wation

and Iowa.
Arenal and we ended up with
BG has their home and Mid- standing room only for fans and
American Conference opener we needed the space," coach
The BG gymnastics team is tired on Sunday Jan. 24, as they host Kerrie Beach said.
up to get this season rolling, as Northern Illinois in Anderson
According to Beach, most
they are setting their sights high Arena. This is the second sea- Division No. 1 gymnastics proand are striving to be the best son the gymnastics team will grams compete in Arenas. Not
program in the nation.
host meets at Anderson Arena, only does the move make conThe Falcons opened the sea- after hosting meets in the Eppler tests more comfortable for fans,
son on Jan. 9 at Ann Arbor with Center before last season.
a third place finish against Big
"Ourpracticefacilitydidn't offer
See GYM | Page 8
Ten opponents No. 12 Michigan the seating room |of Anderson
Reporter

r,
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

of-13 effort was a school record
for the most free throws made in
a game without a miss.
From I
As a team, the falcons conMovin' up
nected on 28-of-31 free throws.
"We wanted to get the game
Lauren Prochaska finished
with 17 points against Miami, up-tempo, and a huge part
moving her into 7th place on of that was the ability to get
BCi's all-time scoring list with to the foul line," Miller said.
1,433 - passing l.ori Alters, "IMiamil leads our league in
Charlotte Jones and Talita fouls, and we thought if we
stayed aggressive we did have
Scott.
The junior from Plain City, a chance to get to the foul
Ohio, entered last night's game line."
in the I Ith spot with 1,416 points
Coaching dominance
in 86 career games.
Prochaska also continued
With the win over Miami,
her free-throw dominance last Miller now has 99 Midnight, finishing 13-of-13 at the American Conference wins to
charity stripe.
his credit.
lie is one conference win
For Prochaska, the perfect 13-
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

^M

P'ay Sup,, sadoku and win pnzes

al:
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PRIZESUDOKUCOM

COURT ACTION: Left. Lauren Prochaska dnves to the hoop in [he first hall, the junior had 17 points in the win Top Right Jessica Slagle loots lor an open pass against Miami The guard
had four points off the bench m the win. Bottom Right: Tamika Nurse carries the ball up court against Miami. The guard had three assists to go along with seven points in BG's win

DEFENSE

2

away from tying Miami's Maria night's women's basketball
Fantanarosa for sixth all-time game, student-athletes from the
on the MAC wins list.
Falcons' women's sports were
In his ninth year at the helm. honored at half-court in recog
Miller has not only established nition of earning the highest
himself as one the most pre- GPA in the MAC for the 2008-09
mier coaches in BG history, but season.
The BG women's basketball
in the conference as well - winning MAC Coach of the Year team boasted a GPA of 3.470 in
2008-09.
five times.
Miller is now 99-34 in MAC
Tuesdays
aren't so bad
games in his career, and curThe Falcons are now 3-0
rently has the Falcons 5-0 in
this season when playing on a
conference play this season.
Tuesday.
Not just athletes
BG has two more games on
BG women athletics proved their schedule that fall on a
they can not only get it done in Tuesday, one at home on Feb.
their respective sport, but in the 2 against Northern Illinois
and the other on March 2 at
classroom as well.
During the first half of last Miami.

Did you Mow?
The school colors of orange and
brown were selected when President Williams aslced
representatives from Industrial arts, home economics, and
a student to chose the colors. Rumor has it that the colors
were suggested by Prof Wnslow after he saw them on a
lady's hat. However, no record can be found that indicates
formal approval by faculty or students. The colors were
chosen because they "made a pleasing combination, and
as they knew, were not used by any other colleges"

Check us out online at:
www. b grWeivs.com

Winterize Your
Windows No More
FALCONS v

2010-2011 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

TONIGHT - 7:D0p

CALL TODAY!

AHDEISOU A1EMA

419-352-6064
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

The BGSU men return home to host the Bobcats in a crucial
midweek conference showdown...be there!

These houses won't
last long!

FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. BG

I '^B6su STUDENTS FREE
|1„'.

R9LL ALQNG'

WITH STUDENT I.D.

Why RENT a ROOM whenlyj
you
can RENT an APARTMENT
for LE$$?
it
lAfUV TAI/C TUC CUIITTI C when YOU can live LESS than
WHY IMIVt
fit Oil U
Lt ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS?
If you want MORE for LE$$, GREENBRIAR, INC. offers:
/ 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom furnished apartments and houses
/ On-site Laundry facilities
/ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

GO\NG ~j

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SELECTED UNITS ~f S°St>
/ FREE Internet
/ Fireplaces

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
Winthrop Terrace & Summit Terrace
Apartments are dedicated to providing YOU
with the best housing offers in the area!

/ Microwaves
• Central Air

■

b to

Free Gas (heat, hot water, cooking)
Free High Speed Internet I Free Basic Cable

see a unit!

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Also Offered:
,

'■ ■

Hf-Streel
i Trash Put-Up I Rervclmi; I Full) Cupeled ' An C

Rental Office: 419/352-9135
400 E Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green, OH 43402
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OFFENSE
From 'sqe 6
Oxford.

ruesday night IKI lopped the
■10 point mark in the first half,
OUtSCOring Miami l(>-27 in the
opening half.
With the win, HCi improved to
15 I and a perfect .")-() in MAC.
plav. while Miami dropped to 414.2-3 in the MAC
Pontius lead all scorers with
27 points and Lauren Prochaska
added 17. Ki of which came from
the free throw line, as IKI got
revenge for the loss at Miami last
March.
While their offense was clicking, it was the defense that
allowed li( I to jump out and hold

the big lead.
Cart of that team defense was
limiting one of the MAC'S best

scorers, Courtney Osborn, who
was averaging 1 H.7 points a game
coming In, to eight points on 2far-9 shooting.
"If we did one thing well on top
of containing Osborn. I thought
we really forced them into turnovers right from the beginning
and I think that was key," IK!
coach Curt Miller said.
BG forced 16 first half turnovers and held Miami to a 40.fi
shooting percentage from the
Held.
In addition to her offensive
outburst. I'ontius was key cog
in the defensive system making
four steals, all of which lead to
points.
"When she plays well defen-

sively it's a catalyst for the rest
of us. since some of the kids
are naturally good defenders,"
Miller said. "She took it as a challenge, we had a little side bet
tonight about what she could
and couldn't do defensively, so I
was on her for the last 411 hours
about it."
It seemed Miami would force
the falcons to grind out a win
as the teams found themselves
tied at 10 with 4:53 into the
first half. But. a cutting lay-in
by Chrissy Steffen after taking
the pass from Tara Breske gave
BG a lead they would never surrender.
Steffcn's lay-in sparked an fill run, giving BG an 18-10 lead
before Miami's Erin Wisner finally broke the streak with a pair of
free throws.
Despite efforts to stop the
I'alcons' run. the damage was
already done as the Falcons
closed out the half outscoring
their opponent 2H-17, highlighted by a driving lay-in from
Tamika Nurse and a steal leading
to a fast break by Pontius.
In the second half BG continued to control the game, never
allowing their lead to slip below
19 points even with Miami going
on an 8-0 run with around nine
minutes remaining.
But, a 3-pointer from I'ontius
ended the run and continued
defense from the Falcons allowed
Miller to get all of his active players into the game.
BG continues their three game
homestand this weekend when
they host Eastern Michigan.

From Page 6
it helps recruiting prospective
athletes for the program and
motivates the team for home
events.
Hie change in venue has lead
to the lali cms hosting one of the
biggest conference meets of the
season.
"We
are
hosting
MAC.
Championships this year," allaround
gymnast
Breannc
Guy said. "Being in Anderson
Arena has given us this opportunity to he able to host the
Championship, as well as have
the home advantage."
Being the best team in the
MAC and winning the championship is very important to the
program, a goal BG fell short of
last year when Kent State won
the title. Because of this, the
March Mill meet at Kent will be
the matchup the learn is most
looking.fbrward to as they are
looking to pick up a win over the

defending champions.

Kite flying is a
professional sport in
Thailand,

Classified
Ads

419-372-6977
l In- BG New* will not knowingly accept
nchTfltvpments thatdlicrtmtnale.orciicoiir
age discrimination against any individual or
Rrottp on the basis of nice. sex. color, creed.
religion, national origin, sexual orientation,
divjiiilitv. stattt* as a veteran, or on the basis
ol any other legally protected sums.
Ihe BG News rrserves the right to decline,
discutilimie or revise any adveitisemenl
such as ihose found to be defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in
nature All advertisement* are subject In
editing and approval

Help Wanted

"We are an awesome learn
"ARE YOU FRIENDLY
that has amazing talent and
AND OUTGOING?"
we believe that we really have
TruGreen ChemLawn Needs You!!
the potential this year to win
SSSALARY (S400/wk)
the MAC Championship." Guy
+ FULL BENEFITSSS
said.
FULL TIME ONLY Entry Level Sales
Inside and Outside Sales
Along with winning the
Reponslbilities.
MAC
Championship,
the
GOOD COMMUNICATION
team's biggest goal this seaSKILLS NEEDED.
son is to qualify for the NCAA
No Exp. Needed- Paid TrainingRegional Championship held in
Work I2-9PM
"CALL KRIS TODAY 419-261-6034
Lexington. Kentucky.
or Submit Application at
This season. BG will heavily
TrugreenToledo.com
rely on Guy, who has qualified
as an individual for Ihe NCAA
Emaco Cleaning NOW hiring!
Must have own vehicle, be able to
Regionals the past two years
work on your own at times. Backand has been a real strength
ground check req. Starting pay is
for BG over her four years. CoS8/hr, hours are iate afternoon/ evecaptain Kasey Fillmore. another ning Flexibility avail, lor class sched
all-around competitor, will be
Call Lisa at 419-265-9688
another athlete to watch this
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save Money!
year for the Falcons, according
Maine camp needs counselors for
to Beach. Last season, Fillmore
all land, adventure & water sports.
was a big contributor and coach- Greal summer! 888-844-8080, apply
campcedar.com
es expect much of the same this
year,
Dawn Chrisinian also will lie
For Rent
competing in many events ihis
year for the I'alcons after a strong
freshman year in which she was
•"Avail now 1 S 2 apis.
Lit low as $275.
a full-time contributor.
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p

Chances that an
American lives
within 50 miles of
where they grew

12 month leases starting May 2010:
837 3rd St - 3BR Duplex,
S885'mo +util.
604 5th St - 3 BR House.
S900/mo + util.
420 S. College - 3 BR House,
$70Wmo ♦ util
408 E Court SI - 2 BR Duplex.
S630/mo + utjl.
Smith Apt. Renlals
419-352-8917

~-»0

up: 1 in 2.

£X

1 "The Sound ol Music"
family name
Sicilian secret society
Standing tall
Recent block arrival
"Citizen ,"
Former reptilian logo brand
Sugar cube
in the court!" •

2
3
4
5
6
7

'BARTENDING! up to 5300/day No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

GYM

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

fanning! ^CustomersOnly

9 Oozy
10
11
12
13

1 Feds concerned with bogus bills
5 Drug bust (Inds
10 Highest point
14 Like collectible coins
15 Sky color
16 Wheat, corn or rice cereal
17 Several
18 _ plume: pen name
19 Whacks with an ax
20 Piece ol Peter Piper's peck
23 Backyard hangout
24 Whiskey grain
25 Fled the scene
28 Andrea : ill-fated ship
32 What sips and nips do
34 +, on a ban.
37 School project medium in large
rolls
40 Italian wine city
42 Minister's residence
43 Heed
44 Killjoy

•
•
•
•
•
•
«

69
70
71
72
73

ANSWERS

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fn (10-1)
Please call lor an appointment.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

"10-11 s y leases/apts, houses, effs
930 E Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm
Cartyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p

Avail Aug. 2010, all upgraded,
large houses, call 419-308-2458.
3_Bedjooni houses:
114 Ridge & 308 LeRoy -$l200/mo.
218 Dill St - 227 E Reed - $1000/mo
127 Georgia Ave - S975/mo.
112ClaySt-$950/mo,
606 Fifth St - S900/mo,
226 E Merry -$812/mo.
131 N Church - $750/mo
2 BR house 133 Georgia -$750/mo
3 BR apt 443 N Enterprise -550/mo
1 BR apts: 112 Ridge St - 350/mo,
& 443 N. Enterprise - S300/mo.

Subleaser needed for apt, 3rd St,
near campus. Willing to pay $400
security dep. and $175 lor first
month rent, you save $575!
$400/mo ♦ elec. Call 313-523-9887
or email: cmckinn@bgsu.edu

1 BR apt now avail, ideal lor grad
students or mature undergrads.
close to campus. call419-352-5414.
1 BR apt, 854 8th St, $410./mo *
elec w/ S410 security dep No pets

Call 419-392-3354
1 BR apts. close lo campus.
available NOW. May & August
Call 419-708-9981
2BR apts. 4th St, pets welcome.
S500/mo *gas/elec. water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3 BR apts, recently updated!
619 High St, BG Available May.
Small pets OK, call 419-308-3525
3 BR house w/ 2 car garage.
W/D & A/C. avail Aug. S1200/mo.
949 Scott Hamilton, 419-654-9512.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www bgapartments.com
Large 4 BR house, 149 Prospect St.
W/D hook up, close to campus, avail
Aug. S1100/mo tutil, 419-353-1556.

3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled.
S725/mo ♦ util. Call 419-708-9981

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgviews.com

4 BR w/1 1/2 baths, W/D. garage
& large deck, corner of 8th & Elm.
Call 419-305-5987 for more into
424 E. Wooster. Lg 3 BR apt, great
location, avail Fall 2010. S950/mo,
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882

www meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc.
419-353-5800

Spend a Summer
in MAINE

House for Rent. 850 7th St..
3 bed. 2 bath, $885/mo + utilities.
Call 419-601-0477

3 BR townhouses. lease for 20l0s/y,
Scott Hamilton St, 4th St 8 5th St
Clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.

426 E Wooster, large 1 BR apt.
Avail Fall 2010. $475/mo. utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882

Spacious Efficiency Unit

47
48
49
51
52
55
59
64
66
67
68

Aspirin target
Fruity dessert
41 Addams family
Bit of cat chitchat
cousin
George Strait's "All My
46 Canine cry
Live in Texas"
21 Feature of a tied
46 Result of an auto
shoelace
loan default, briefly
50 Trio plus four
22 Cop's collar
53 Missiles in silos, for
26 Change, as a law
short
27 Totally unhip
54 "Vacancy"
29 Frolic
56 Reckon, in the
30 World Golf Hall of
Famer Aoki
boonies
57 Revival structures
31 Periodic table figs.
58 Creme-filled cookies
33 Cheese go-with
60 Avian symbols of
34 Dads
wisdom
35 Missouri River
61 Author Jaffe
tributary
62 Overly inquisitive
36 Informal opinion
63 Palmtop computers:
sampling
Abbr.
38 Lay eyes on
64 "Steady as __ goes"
39 Really stink
65 Born, in marriage
announcements
Dreyer's partner in ice cream
Colorful quartz
Comedian Wanda
Stitch
S S 3 IMS AVI SBBS 133
Illuminated
0 1 S 3HV S H 3 ■>■-! 1 3 H
Basil-and-pine-nuts sauce
3 N oiMaobi BHM ON)
Cinema counter fixture
>)ddailllODJOl|
_. job: trickery
nsid|||i n |i>is
Transfusion fluid
|||s3«ts||31VOV
The sound of music
lOlllilOO dU 1 U V d
Handbasket rider's
o i i n|]SHin| i is*
destination?
U3dVdtt3ASOd|sOd
Brainy group'
3«AHu||viuoa■ 1
This, in Tijuana
NVu|3Ad|||0llVd
Slippery fish
|u3dd3da31K0 1 d
Collar stiffeners
e II n liMI n V| 0 NlM 3 J V
Dick Tracy's love
* q M ill H n z via a v H
3 n o >|s o i i >l« 3 n i

. otrav*
meat new friends end
teach your favorite activity
Art • Archery • Basketball
Canoeing • Copper Enameling
Dance * English Riding • Field Hockey
Gymnastics • Kayaking • Lacrosse
Newsletter • Office * Photography
Pottery • Rocks • Ropes • Sailing
Silver Jewelry • Soccer • Soflball
Swimming • Tennis
Theater Costumer • Waterski

June-August

Pnce Reduced. Fifth Street Apts
2BR, 2 bath, C/A. appliances.
shuttle stop across street, S450/mo.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638
Shamrock Storage
Winter Special - 25% off
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG.com
419-354-0070

•Fully Furnished
•Frig & Micro
*77 channel cable TV

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

• Local Phone
•Directly across from BGSU
•No conlract needed
•$445.00 monthly

athforRorv

Hurry in!
Apartments
Going Fast!

419.352.5211

* IVYWOODAPTS.*
I Hdrni.Atu.dins

Hillsdale Apartments, all of Ihe amenities of home.

Taking Applications Mow!

•

First Month FREE
Plus: Reduced Deposit*
■Near BGSU

■Private patkVen trance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available "

* 419-352-7691
mo
corniorantco.com
'some restrictions tppl)

I Experience the Student Life!
•

Win lor Spoci.il:

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

,

;
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
'•
•
•

•

■

On BGSU Shuttle Route
Up To 5 People at NO Extra Charge
Dishwasher Garbage Disposal
Full Basements With Washer & Dryer
Patios & Grassy Areas Great for Corn Hotel
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
Ample & Well Light Parking with Carports

Offered By:
QS
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH

(419) 353-3800
Infoiaimeccaba.com
www.meccabg.com

Going Fast!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue * Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

210 N. Enterprise

(zoned 6 unrelated)

233 W. Merry

(/0ned 5 unrelated)

209 N. Enterprise

(zoned 4 unrelated)

All Available May Leases

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
i

• Large House - allows more
than 3 unrelated occupants
• Close to Campus

